Hi everyone,

It really does seem that October is never going to end as it has been a roller-coaster ride for many of us on campus. Using the analogies by Joy Baldridge in her book "The Joy in Business", many of us have been inhabiting in these houses - sad, mad, fear and glad. For many of us, we tend to hang around more often in the first three. To help us stay around often in the House of Glad, we need to pay RENT - Rest, Exercise, Nutrition and Thoughts. On "Thoughts", she suggested flooding our minds with positive instead of negative thoughts (positive flooding) or do the Happiness Alphabet exercise - reciting the alphabet, and for each letter, say a positive word. Have a go at this!

While Summer 2020 is still some time away, CIPE is already working hard to prepare a wide range of summer programmes. Not sure yet of what you want to do this summer? Drop by CIPE’s Summer Opportunities Fair on Wednesday, 13 November from 11.30am to 1.30pm to chat with the CIPE team and learn more about internships, summer study abroad, research opportunities, LABs, and more.

And on that note, CIPE is excited to be launching applications for our first round of summer programmes this week! Applications will open on Friday for CIPE’s summer language scholarships (Chinese, Spanish, and other languages), summer academic scholarship, and summer arts scholarship. Check the CIPE website for more information about each of these programmes and the application link starting this Friday. The CIPE International Programmes team will also hold several short information sessions for interested students; see more info about these sessions in the blurb below.

Best regards,

Norvin, Alicia and Shien-Min
CIPE Career Services Team
At CIPE, we facilitate your journey of discovering your own unique path which is aligned to values, interests and skill sets. As you participate in learning initiatives across the Exploring, Equipping, and Engaging phase, you will develop insights and skill sets to pursue meaningful personal and professional endeavours.

**EXPLORING**

These series of events focuses on helping students to think about and explore a wide range of career paths. You will have the chance to meet with industry professionals and your seniors who will share their unique career journeys and personal insights in specific career fields.

**BUT WHAT EXACTLY IS PUBLIC RELATIONS?**

From handling issues such as the closure of the Sentosa Merlion or spinning stories that can make the driest B2B brands sexy and interesting, no day as a Public Relations (PR) practitioner is ever the same.

But what exactly is PR? Where does it sit within the communications spectrum? What is the difference between a specialised agency and in-house? What skills must one have? Come find out more during this lunchtime session with The Hoffman Agency — a global PR agency with more than 30 years of experience and over 10 offices!

Date: Tuesday, 29 October 2019  
Time: 12.00 noon to 2.00pm  
Venue: Saga Common Lounge (Level 2)  
Please RSVP on Symplicity. Lunch will be provided.

**EDEN STRATEGY INSTITUTE RECRUITMENT TALK**

Are you looking for a Career of Impact? Eden Strategy Institute is Asia’s leader in business system innovation. Our distinctive approach to sustainable advantage helps leading global corporations, governments, and non-profit organizations develop new growth platforms, operations, products, and services that achieve sustainable impact.

We are recruiting full-time Strategy Consultants as well as Summer Strategy Interns for our Singapore office. Please join us for a recruitment talk at Elm Rector’s Commons, where you will hear from our current strategy consultants and more about the work that we do at Eden Strategy Institute.

Date: Wednesday, 30 October 2019
MICROSOFT CAMPUS TALK
Microsoft offers a variety of internships and full-time opportunities designed to empower you. Imagine the impact you can have and jumpstart your career. Join us at this talk to find out more & hear directly from the Microsofties! Come find out what areas of the business interest you!

Date: Wednesday, 30 October 2019
Time: 6.00pm to 8.00pm
Venue: Saga Lecture Theatre 1
Please RSVP on Symplicity. Dinner will be provided.

HOT OFF THE PRESS: STARTING A MEDIA COMPANY AFTER COLLEGE
Our Grandfather Story (OGS) is a digital video publisher that documents, curates and retells authentic stories from across Southeast Asia. Since 2017, OGS has journeyed across Singapore and beyond to uncover everything from the origins of local childhood treats to no-holds-barred conversations with persons with disabilities — and they’ve barely scratched the surface. Treading the thin line between old and new, between classic and contemporary, OGS presents overlooked narratives that are timeless, nostalgic, and yet able to spark a sense of delight.

Come hear Our Grandfather Story, as Wenqi Cheah (Managing Editor) shares more with us about starting OGS and the experience of documenting stories thus far.

Date: Wednesday, 6 November 2019
Time: 7.00pm to 8.30pm
Venue: Cendana Common Lounge (Level 2)
Please RSVP on Symplicity. Dinner will be provided.

BLACKPEAK RECRUITMENT TALK
Blackpeak is an investigative research and risk advisory firm. They help clients find and analyse information to mitigate risks – whether in transactions or everyday operations. Curious? Come chat with Blackpeak and find out more!

Date: Thursday, 7 November 2019
Time: 6.30pm to 8.00pm
Venue: Saga Rector’s Commons (Level 22)
Please RSVP on Symplicity. Dinner will be provided.

EQUIPPING
Personal development and skill-building workshops are organised for you to acquire specific skills relating to your areas of interest. Such opportunities will prepare you for future responsibilities and maximise your capacity to learn from upcoming professional experiences.

**RAPID RESUME REVIEWS**
CIPE Career Services will be in the Elm Dining Hall during lunchtime every Friday to provide feedback on student resumes. Bring a hard copy of your resume to strengthen it before submitting for future applications. RSVP is not required.

Date: Friday, 25 October 2019  
Time: 12.00 noon to 1.00pm  
Venue: Elm Dining Hall

**LIFE SKILLS LUNCH: CULTIVATING GRIT**
What is grit, and how can we actively cultivate that? Join us and your peers to explore frameworks and strategies that you can practice to stay grounded and empowered as you navigate opportunities and growth.

Date: Thursday, 31 October 2019  
Time: 12.00 noon to 1.30pm  
Venue: Programme Room 2 (in the Library)  
**Register by 28 Oct:** [here](#)

**LINKEDIN WORKSHOP: PROFESSIONAL ONLINE PRESENCE**
Join the LinkedIn team for an evening workshop on building an online professional online presence. Here are some of the topics that will be covered during the session:

- Rock Your Profile (how to build a compelling LinkedIn profile)  
- Why is building your network + connecting with people important  
- How to use LinkedIn to grow your career + sharing of personal experiences

Date: Thursday, 31 October 2019  
Time: 6.30pm to 8.00pm  
Venue: Classroom 16  
Please RSVP on Symplicity. Dinner will be provided.

**ENGAGING**
You are highly encouraged to engage with the Career Services team on targeted professional counselling and development support, alongside graduate and professional school counselling for students who are interested in pursuing post-graduate study. You may reach out to the team to arrange for a conversation.
YALE-NUS STUDENT NAME CARDS
A good first impression is important and having a name card enhances it. It will also facilitate follow ups after the meeting. If you are interested in having your own name cards, please submit your request here to the vendor directly. The printing process takes approximately 3 working days and an email notification will be sent to inform you once the name cards are ready for collection. For any enquiries, please reach out to Shien Min at shienmin.teo@yale-nus.edu.sg.

CAREER RESOURCES
If you are looking for tips on how to approach the job hunt or improve your networking skills, the Career Services has a series of whiteboard videos on topics ranging from “Getting Started on the Job Search Process” to “Making the Most of Coffee Chats” on our webpage here.

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR THE FULL LIST!
There are many more events happening off-campus including case competitions, please check https://cipe.yale-nus.edu.sg/career-services/student/career-events/ regularly for the full list of opportunities.

TAKE FLIGHT WITH CIPE PROGRAMME
Every semester, CIPE organises a variety of events, workshops, programmes and information sessions to help students with their professional, academic, and personal development. With this in mind, CIPE launched this incentive scheme to encourage higher levels of participation by students. This scheme is based on the number of events that each student has attended during each academic semester. For more information on our rewards and how to participate in this Take Flight with CIPE programme, please refer here.

LEADERSHIP SKILLS

LEADING ORGANISATIONS OR SYSTEMS
How do we work with organisational norms, culture and influence? Learn and practice leadership in action while navigating systems and ethics through an applied case study. Offered through the Leadership Certificate, this can be taken on its own, or as part of a multi-session series to fulfil the cohort or core requirements respectively.

Date: Saturday, 9 November 2019
Time: 10.00am to 11.30am
Venue: Classroom 10
SOCIAL IMPACT PROGRAMMES

SOCIAL IMPACT GRANTS
Have a local, service-oriented initiative that you’d like to run? Service in the City is a CIPE-offered grant that supports student-led initiatives (6 months or longer) through seed funding of up to SGD 10,000.

If you are thinking of driving a summer-long initiative, consider the Social Impact Fellowship.

Contact Yock Theng yocktheng.tan@yale-nus.edu.sg to discuss your interests, or clarify grant-related questions.

DRIVING AND NAVIGATING SOCIAL IMPACT
Interested in driving a social impact project of your own or connecting with like-minded peers and alumni? Connect with current students and alumni who have undertaken the Social Impact Fellowship – Yasmine Messaiekh (Class of 2022), Sakshyat Khadka (Class of 2022), Sebastian Cortes (Class of 2018) and Mariel Chee (Class of 2017). They will each share their experiences around scoping impact, selecting and connecting with potential partners, and navigating the social impact space. Also speak with CIPE about your interests, possible project ideas and social impact funding.

Date: Thursday, 31 October 2019
Time: 6.30pm to 8.00pm
Venue: Elm Common Lounge (Level 2)
For more details, or to RSVP, visit Symplicity.

FELLOWSHIPS & GRADUATE SCHOOL

INFO SESSION WITH GRADUATE SCHOOLS IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Join this session to hear from four renowned schools and programs in International Affairs:

- The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University. The Fletcher School offers graduate programmes in law, diplomacy and international affairs, including the Master of Arts in International Relations, and the Master of Arts in Law and Diplomacy (MALD). More info at this link.
• The School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA), Columbia University. The SIPA graduate programmes include the Master of International Affairs (MIA), the Master Of Public Administration (MPA) and the MPA in Economic Policy Management (MPA-EPM). More info at this link.

• School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University. The School of Foreign Service will present about their Master of Science in Foreign Service programme (MSFS). More info at this link.

• School of Advanced International Studies, Johns Hopkins University. Johns Hopkins SAIS offers several Master's degrees in International Affairs, including the Master of Arts in International Affairs, Master of Global Risk, Master of Arts in International Studies (bilingual in English and Chinese) and Master of Arts in European Public Policy. More info at this link.

Date: Tuesday, 5 November 2019
Time: 12.00 noon to 1.00pm. Lunch will be provided.
Venue: Elm Common Lounge (Level 2)
Register on Symplicity

GRADUATE SCHOOL AND CAREERS IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Join this session to hear from Ms. Briana Suarez from the Association of Professional Schools of International Affairs (APSIA) on general tips for applying to graduate school, as well as career path options for students interested in international affairs. Refreshments will be provided.

Date: Wednesday, 6 November, 2019
Time: 12.00 noon to 1.00pm
Venue: Elm Common Lounge (Level 2)
Register on Symplicity

LLOYD AND LILIAN VASEY FELLOWSHIP
The Vasey Fellowship program provides young Asian scholars the opportunity to study the economics and politics of the Indo-Pacific region and the US-Asia relationship as a junior researcher and participant in Pacific Forum events and Young Leader activities. Vasey Fellows work in the Pacific Forum office in Honolulu for a period of 3 to 12 months and receive a modest stipend to cover living and traveling expenses while in Hawaii.

Deadline: 31 October 2019

For details on eligibility and application procedures, please visit the Pacific Forum’s website. Please contact Fellowships Advisor Jenika Kaul (jenika.kaul@yale-nus.edu.sg) if you are planning to apply for this program.

JAMES C GAITHER JUNIOR FELLOWS PROGRAM
The James C. Gaither Junior Fellows Program is a one-year post-graduate fellowship to work as a research
assistant on one of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace’s projects. This program is for students with a strong career interest in global affairs and is limited to US citizens and non-US citizens who are eligible to work in the US legally for 12 months post-graduation.

Deadline: Applicants must seek institutional endorsement from the College in mid-November 2019 through Symplicity. The deadline for external submission will be early January 2020. Please contact Fellowships Advisor Jenika Kaul (jenika.kaul@yale-nus.edu.sg) with any questions.

PRINCETON IN ASIA

The Princeton in Asia post-graduate program offers full-year fellowships in Cambodia, China, Hong Kong S.A.R., Macau S.A.R., Taiwan, India, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, Singapore, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Timor-Leste and Vietnam. The fellowship promotes cross-cultural exchange and immersion in a specific industry. It also promotes fellows stepping out of their comfort zone and integrating into a local community. Fellows receive local monthly stipends during their time in the field.

Deadline: 31 October 2019

For details on eligibility and application procedures, please visit the Princeton in Asia website. Please contact Fellowships Advisor Jenika Kaul (jenika.kaul@yale-nus.edu.sg) if you are planning to apply for this program.

YENCHING FELLOWSHIP

International scholars will enrol in a 12-month programme studying at Yenching Academy. This post-graduate scholarship includes tuition fees, round trip airfare to Beijing, accommodation, and living costs on the Peking University campus. The Yenching programme immerses scholars in an “intensive learning environment where they can explore China and its role in the world—past, present, and future” with the goal of shaping “new generations of global citizens with a nuanced understanding of China.”

Deadline: Applicants must seek institutional endorsement from the College in early November 2019 through Symplicity. The deadline for external submission to Yenching will be early December 2019. Please contact Fellowships Advisor Jenika Kaul (jenika.kaul@yale-nus.edu.sg) with any questions.

GRADUATE SCHOOL

If you are interested in pursuing graduate school after Yale-NUS, please contact the following CIPE team members:

- Ms. Nilanjana Pal, for advising on graduate medical school, graduate law school and graduate business school.
- Ms. Jenika Kaul, for advising on the Five-Year Programme with Yale School of Public Health, the Six-Year Programme with Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, and post-graduate academic fellowships (e.g. Rhodes, Gates-Cambridge, Knight-Hennessy).
• Ms. Yock Theng Tan, for advising on the Five-Year Programme with NUS Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy and the Five-Year Programme with NUS School of Computing.
• Ms. Zhana Sandeva, for advising on all other graduate school programmes.

SPECIAL INTERESTS
Are you interested in pathways in public health, medicine, computing, social impact, fellowships/graduate school, leadership, and/or journalism? Please indicate your interest through this link in Student 360 so that we can keep you informed about relevant events, professional opportunities and academic programs.

STUDY ABROAD

CREDIT TRANSFER FOR SEMESTER OR SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
CIPE is now launching the credit transfer process for Fall 2019. During this process, you will be able to transfer credit earned while on a previous semester abroad or summer program back to Yale-NUS.

For the first time, we are moving the credit transfer process to an online platform. There are two separate online forms (links below), depending on whether you intend to transfer only general 'elective' credit, or also intend to transfer credit toward your major or minor. You should only submit one form, with semester and summer courses on the same form. The deadline for submission of both forms is 1 November 2019, 5pm.

The links to the forms are below:

Form for Elective Credit ONLY
Form for Major, Minor, or Elective Credit

For more info and instructions, please see the ‘Upon Return to Yale-NUS’ tab of the credit transfer page on the CIPE website, here.

SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES

APPLICATIONS FOR CIPE SUMMER SCHOLARSHIPS
Applications for the CIPE Summer Arts, Academic, Language, Spanish Language and Chinese Language scholarships for summer 2020 will open on 25 October 2019 (Friday) and close on 22 November 2019 (Friday) at 5.00pm. Please view the updated information (including application information and link to apply) from 25 October (Friday) onwards by going on our CIPE Summer Study Abroad webpage and navigating to the webpage for each scholarship. Please also read the Summer Study
Abroad FAQs carefully for matters relating to the scholarships.

Note the summer scholarships do not include the Yale-NUS Summer Institute and Yale Summer Sessions; updated information on these programmes will be available in January 2020 on the CIPE website and via the CIPE newsletter.

Info sessions on the summer scholarships – comprising a short briefing followed by time for questions – will be held at the following dates/times/venues. Note that CIPE is unable to take one-on-one advising sessions for the summer scholarships during this period, so please reserve your questions for the info sessions.

- 30 Oct, Wed, 3-4pm at Classroom 15
- 31 Oct, Thu, 10-11am at Classroom 15
- 5 Nov, Tue, 10-11am at Classroom 15
- 8 Nov, Fri, 3-4pm at Classroom 15

SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES FAIR
Calling all Students! Interested in a CIPE opportunity this summer, but don’t know where to start? Come to our Summer Opportunities Fair on Wednesday 13 November from 11.30am to 1.30pm (in front of Elm Courtyard). You will be able to find out more about available opportunities and CIPE staff will be on hand to answer any questions you may have. We have many exciting programs for you all, so we hope to see you there!

Date: Wednesday, 13 November 2019
Time: 11.30am to 1.30pm
Venue: In front of Elm Courtyard

ANNOUNCEMENTS

REMINDER
At CIPE we want to better reflect environmental stewardship in our practices, especially in reducing the waste created during our catered events. There are two steps you can take to help us:

1. **Practice BYOing.** Bring Your Own Box, Mug and Cutlery. Switching from one form of disposables to another is not a solution – we need to address throwaway culture. Moving forward please bring your own washable tableware to externally catered CIPE events.

2. **RSVP to events by the stated deadline.** Indicating your attendance helps us make more accurate projections for how much food needs to be ordered. This information also helps Sodexo factor in CIPE catering when planning meal projections, reducing combined food wastage.
Significantly reducing the waste that we create requires a larger cultural and institutional shift. Thank you for being a part of the effort.

ON-CAMPUS OPPORTUNITIES

Faculty and departments across campus regularly advertise part-time Student Associate positions, where you can assist them with campus tours, emceeing, social media and website management, web development, event planning and publicity, research in various disciplines, photography, videography and many more. Peak hiring periods are the start of every semester and the end of Semester 2. To see the latest available positions, visit Symplicity and search for positions by filtering for “Position Type – Student Associate”.

OFF-CAMPUS OPPORTUNITIES

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC POLICY GRADUATE SCHOOL FAIR

This fair, organized by the Association of Professional Schools of International Affairs (APSIA), will introduce you to some of the most renowned graduate schools in international affairs and public policy, including Columbia SIPA, George Washington University, Georgetown University, Johns Hopkins University SAIS, NUS Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy and Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School. Join to meet admissions officers and discuss admissions requirements, curricula, financial aid packages, joint degree programs, and career opportunities.

Date: Tuesday, 5 November, 2019
Time: 6.00pm to 8.00pm
Venue: The Joyden Hall, 201 Victoria Street, #07-01 Bugis+
Register at this link. Those who cannot join in person can register for the APSIA Online Graduate School Fair on November 21 from 11.00am to 1.15pm EST at this link.

Email: cipe@yale-nus.edu.sg
Website: https://cipe.yale-nus.edu.sg/